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June 2019
The summer solstice has brought the longest days of the year and there's a heat-wave in
the offing. So what better reasons to get stuck into some outdoor engagement pursuits!?
Or stay cool honing your plans for some of the great opportunities and funding pots up
for grabs this month...

Making Hay (and much more!) While the Sun Shines
So our bustling summer of activity is firmly underway. The Green Heart Festival opening weekend
(8th-9th June) tempted thousands of visitors to get engaged with research, despite the rain.
Activities included chance to meet a giant fruit fly, chat to a walking tooth, craft sub-atomic
particles, listen to the stars and get hands on with everything from Islamic arts to quantum
technologies. And that was just the launch! Find the rest of the Summer Programme here or

submit your idea for Autumn, Winter or Spring.
Off campus our research has been hitting events like the British Academy Summer Showcase
(20th-22nd June), where Dr Yafa Shanneik (Islamic Studies) exhibited her work on supporting
refugee women to tell their stories through painting body maps. Hundreds of people from all
walks of life engaged and took part in activities to consider how refugees should be supported in
the UK. Find out more here.
Equality was also the focus of a Wikithon (or Wikipedia editing event for the uninitiated!) held by
Dr Naomi Green (Mechanical Engineering) to celebrate International Women in Engineering Day on
19th June. The event saw UoB staff and students, helped by Dr Alice White, Wikimedian in
Residence at the Wellcome Collection, address online gender imbalance by creating Wikipedia
pages for female engineers who had previously gone unrecognised. Get in touch if you'd like to
chat to Naomi or find out more.
And female researchers were definitely at the fore in the Birmingham delegation to this year's Hay
Festival (23rd May - 2nd June). Tens of thousands again flocked to the event and were treated to
talks from Birmingham scholars on everything from archaeology to political rhetoric and of
course, gender inequality. Take a look here.
Of course it's not over yet and there are dozens more events coming up where Birmingham
researchers will be sharing their work with the world. Not least, CoCoMad Festival on 6th July so
do get involved. And if you'd like to chat to others about how to get started at these types of
events, why not pop along to the after party or a BrumSciComm social?
Finally, there's just enough of the word count left to say... don't forget the next PER Fund large
grant deadline is 31st August, plus watch this space for a new bursary scheme that we'll be
launching very soon!

Breakfast Brainstorm

Our next monthly drop-in
session will be 31st July, 911am. Open to all who want to
learn more or get advice and
support on public
engagement. Find us in
Muirhead Tower Starbucks,
upper level seating.

Brainstorm Info

PGR Showcase

MDS PER Forum

Calling all keen engagers in
MDS! Join colleagues from
across the College on 10th
July, 1-3pm to share ideas,
experiences and future plans
for engaging the public with
your research. This informal
social covers different
approaches, support and time
to chat PER over tea and cake.

Arts & Science Festival

Is currently inviting University
staff and students to submit
events to take place across
2019/20 coinciding with the
four Green Heart themes of
Celebration (Jun-Sept),
Change (Sept-Dec),
Illumination (Dec-Mar) and
Hope (Mar-Jun). Send
applications or queries here.

Find Out More

Sign Up Now

RSB Outreach Awards

Green Heart Drop-In

Our annual showcase of
engagement projects from
students studying the
Research Communications and
Public Engagement module
will take place on 24th and
31st July, 12-3pm. Come
along to be inspired over a
free lunch!

Sign Up - 24th July

Want to run an activity for
Green Heart Festival (June
2019 to May 2020), or develop
new PER activities but don’t
know where to start? Pick PER
Team’s brains at our drop-in
in the Medical School Wolfson
Common Room, 15th July,
anytime between 12-2pm.

Find Out More
Sign Up - 31st July

Reward researchers who
enthuse and engage the
public. Categories for New
Researchers (Prize £750, open
to masters, PhD and 1st year
postdoc) and Established
Researchers (Prize £1,500).
Self-nominations welcome.
Deadline 28th June.

Details and Apply

nQuire Workshop

Innovate Malvern

Malvern Science in the Park
(29th June) and Festival of
Innovation (7th-12th
October) are two family
festivals in Malvern seeking
scientists and researchers to
get involved with delivering
activities, demos and science
busking.

Science Film Festival

The Bristol Short Science Film
Competition is now open for
entries. Winners get cash
prizes and attend the Festival
in August. 'How to win' guide
here, deadline

30th June.

T&C and Apply

Festival of Physics

nQuire is a platform for citizen
inquiry/mass participation
that has generated thousands
of contributions for projects
like BBC Gardenwatch. They
are hosting a FREE (plus travel
budget!) hands-on workshop
on 2nd July in Milton Keynes
to find out how they could use
the platform.

Details and Register

ABSW Summer School

More Info / Apply

Science & Religion Talk

The 2019 International
Research Network for the
Study of Science and Belief in
Society is being held at UoB,
4th-6th July. There will also
be a public lecture on 4th July
at 5:30pm on “Rethinking
Science-Religion Conflict
Narratives”.

More Info

The call for content for 2019
Institute of Physics Scotland’s
Festival of Physics is now open
and seeking interactive
content (workshops, shows,
talks, debates, games and art)
for a range of ages. Taking
place 25th – 27th October at
Dynamic Earth, Edinburgh.
Deadline 8th July.

Science Journalism Summer
School being held at UCL on
8th July with skills sessions
from experts in the field. Full
programme here. Cost is
£45/£85 (members/nonmembers).

Details and Register

Blast Fest

Details and Apply

Maddox Prize

Public Humanities

Two day short course at
School of Advanced Study,
(UoL) 11th-12th July will
explore how public
engagement can be embedded
in humanities research careers
and will cover working with
the media, navigating impact

The Maddox Prize recognises
those who face difficulty,
hostility or backlash whilst
standing up for the use of
science and evidence in public
life. Nominees can be
experienced or still early in

Connecting local communities
with STEM through black arts
and culture. The 2019
Birmingham programme will
take place at Simmer Down
Festival in Handsworth Park on
21st July. Limited funding
available (<£250).

Enquire Here

AAAS PER Award

and the REF, and funding. Two
day tickets from £180.

Details and Register

UoB Impact Awards

These awards aim to
acknowledge the excellent
work of staff across the
university who have made an
outstanding contribution to
research impact. There are
nine categories of award to
cover all types of impact and
support. Deadline 31st July.

Info / Nominate

Talking Maths in Public

their career and winners are
featured across international
media. Deadline 19th July.

Find Out More

#FailTales

Is a science communication
competition asking
researchers from all
disciplines to share their
greatest failures, whether
personal or professional, to
help show that failure is an
important and necessary step
towards research progress.
Deadline 31st July.

The AAAS Mani L. Bhaumik
Award recognizes scientists
and engineers who
demonstrate excellence in
their contribution to public
engagement with science with
a prize of $5,000, plus
registration and expenses to
the AAAS Annual Meeting.
Deadline 1st August.

Info / Nominate

ESRC Impact Account

Submit a Tale

Interact 2019
Talking Maths is a biennial 3day conference taking place at
the University of Cambridge
29th-31st August and this
year will be preceded by a
special Demo Day with
scicomm expert, Greg Foot,
on 19th June. Demo Day is
£60 and the conference is
£115 (bursaries available).

Info and Register

The STFC Interact engagement
symposium is back on 4th
September at the University of
Central Lancashire. This event
offers something for everyone
with an interest in improving
their public engagement
capabilities.

The ESRC Impact Acceleration
Account (IAA) is a flexible and
dynamic fund to support
knowledge exchange and
impact to engage nonacademic users in generating
positive change. Several
different levels of grant are
available, <£20,000. First
deadline Autumn 2019.

Info and Guidance

Royal Astronomical Soc

More Info & Register

RS Summer Science
Big Draw Fest

The Summer Exhibition is the
Royal Society’s annual flagship
public engagement event,
which receives over 14,000
visitors. Proposals are now
open for the 2020 event
taking place 6th-12th July.
Deadline 10th September.

Big Draw 2019, ‘Drawn to
Life’, is seeking input from
scientists, researchers and
those involved in outreach and
engagement. The organisers
are interested in labs books,
data visualisations, images of
experiments, sculptures,

Free education and outreach
training at the Life Science
Centre in Newcastle Upon
Tyne on 5th December.
Anyone involved in astronomy
or geophysics is welcome to
attend.

Register Here

Genetics Society Grants

Details / Apply

PharmaSoc Bursaries

illustrations, comics, etc for
events throughout October.

Find Out More

Big Bang Fair

The British Pharmacological
Society offers members
funding for engagement
activities – <£250 available
year round or <£1,500
available bi-annually. Next
deadline in July.

Find Out More

Reaction Awards

Grants of up to £500 are
available to members of the
Genetics Society to cover costs
associated with travel and
materials for PER activities
relevant to genetics. Open
year round.

Apply Now
The Big Bang Fair is open for
2020 proposals. The
organisers are looking for
interactive stands, workshops,
and shows, but note that
exhibition fees may apply. The
Fair takes place 11th - 14th
March 2020 in Birmingham.

Find Out More

Grants up <£5,000 available
to any researcher for public
engagement activities
provided the application
includes research in an STFCfunded area of science or
technology. Applications open
year round.

NC3Rs Grants

Up to £1,500 to support
NC3Rs-funded researchers
(past and present) to engage
the public with approaches to
replace, reduce and refine
animal use in science.
Deadline: quarterly.

Apply Now

Apply Now

UoB PER Fund
Don't forget!! PER Team has a small pot of funding available to

help researchers to get great PER ideas off the ground. Up to £250
can be applied for year round with quarterly calls for <£2,000; next
deadline 31st August. Find out more and apply HERE.

PER Fund Success
Well done to Dr Victoria Goodyear and Dr Sian Faustini who have
both been successful in securing large PER Fund grants!
Victoria to run workshops with young people to pilot ideas for a
bigger engagement project. Whilst Sian will be using the funds to

add to those she successfully secured from the British Society for
Immunology to develop a programme of activities to run with
children at a whole range of events.
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